Imagine the frustration of working out at sea, thousands of miles away from your loved ones, with no way of keeping in touch and feeling out of control of your life ashore. By making internet access easily available to your crew, you can boost morale resulting in a happy, loyal and productive workforce.

Crew Xpress gives you the power to separate your operational use from crew internet use and offer them freedom to access a dedicated Fleet Hotspot crew Wi-Fi portal. They can easily pay for internet access on their own device(s) and effectively manage their lives back home when off-duty.

Key Benefits

- Simple portal managed by crew removes admin burden
- Separate connection from business bandwidth means no bill shock
- A variety of easy to use crew payment options
- Boosts crew morale and helps retention
- The world’s most reliable VSAT coverage
- Easy to upgrade to full Fleet Xpress

Business Communications
Separates day-to-day business with a Fleet Xpress 6GB data plan

Fleet Hotspot crew internet
Crew pay for Wi-Fi access by credit/debit card or PayPal/AliPay on their own device(s)
What’s included in Crew Xpress service?

- 1 x 60 cm Global Xpress antenna and below deck unit
- 6GB Fleet Xpress data plan for day-to-day business communications
- Separate Fleet Hotspot crew Wi-Fi portal and bandwidth

How do crew access Fleet Hotspot?

We understand that every seafarer’s situation differs, so we also offer a choice of payment options.

Gaining access is a simple 3 step process:

1. Simply select ‘fleethotspot’ network from the device Wi-Fi settings and be automatically redirected to the Fleet Hotspot landing page.
2. Select the purchase plan or enter the voucher number.
3. Enter payment details and gain access to the internet instantly.

You can also reward and recognise your crew for good work, or holiday bonuses, by offering Fleet Hotspot access vouchers.

How to buy

Contact maritime@inmarsat.com for Crew Xpress or Fleet Hotspot